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shot pillars
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romanian anticomunist revolution
december 1989 in cluj-napoca

on a cold october day, i was visiting my 
father at his work. little did i know that 
that day was going to be an unusual one! i 
met there two old men: one was a history 
professor dressed in black and looking tired; 
the other one, tall, suffering from parkinson’ 
s disease had sparkling eyes. my father 
introduced me to them, fathers of călin 
nemeș, actor, and lucian matiș, professional 

plaza. lucian matiș died immediately, as well 
as around ten others, while călin nemeș, 
although severely wounded, eventually 
survived, the demonstrations continued that 
day and that night in other parts of the town, 
a total of 26 people being killed.

although i was only 3 years old, I can 
remember returning from a visit and having 

painter. fourteen years ago, on a bright 
december afternoon, the two close friends 
(in their early 20s) were discussing together 
with other people the recent events in 
timișoara, where only four days before, the 
communist regime 
attempted to put an end to a growing 
revolution killing hundreds of people. the 
news they had was contradictory, but by 
now there was no doubt that demonstrators 
entered the union plaza (piața unirii) in 
Cluj Napoca, coming from the industrial 
area of the town. within minutes, two army 
platoons entered the square, trying to 
block the entrance, so that no more people 
would join the demonstrators. călin nemeș 
started a dialog with the officers, joined 
closely by lucian matiș and five or six other 
men. they stepped closer and in order to 
demonstrate that they came in peace, they 
started to undress until some of them were 
bare-chested in front of the armed forces. 
“we are unarmed as you can see. shoot if you 
want!” ...and the soldiers did. in only minutes, 
the demonstrators scattered all over the 

to pass by tanks, and roadblocks guarded 
by armed soldiers. i remember the sounds 
of machine guns and the sight of confused 
people running for shelter. this memory 
followed me for years.

the next day similar demonstrations started 
in bucharest, ending in the overthrow of 
ceausescu, the communist dictator and 
his regime. during the 1989 revolution, 
hundreds of people were killed in romania, 
and many thousands wounded. most of 
them were young, like lucian and călin. about 
a year after the revolution, disillusioned, 
with the political situation, with the fact that 
nobody was prosecuted for the killings from 
cluj, and with the pressure of guilt over his 
best friend’s death, călin nemeș committed 
suicide.

by the time i understood their fathers’ story, 
i could not feel the cold anymore.

emma teodora mocan
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shot pillars, creative process and the unveiling
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shot pillars december 1989 in cluj-napoca 
the names of the martyrs

there is no greater love than
that a man lay down his 
life for his friends

Jesus Christ

the caroling begins 
another year is to come
a text written and 
signed by you in one of my 
notebooks is not enough for me: 
when, with white fingers I knock
on your window 
you think that it is the snow and
you do not listen to me
rest in peace, my only son, cătălin 
my prince-charming, sea gull 
with broken wings

your lonely father with his 81 years
gheorghe nemeș
the father of călin nemeș

“daddy we can’t endure anymore 
i have artist friends in timișoara 
we must help them”  after 
the meal, we left together
when I saw him dead 
I bit the wall of the morgue
i regret and I suffer his death 
my loved child, young and 
promissing in his art career
why did my precious boy have 
to be killed by communist bullets, 
why did he have this destiny 
and not me an old man?

cornel matiș,
the father of lucian matiș
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shot pillars
a serie of tall forms
they look like flutes to me
they sing* 
placed in space they bring joy;
the joy of forms that sing 
without sounds

vasile gorduz
sculptor

*doinesc - romanian   
  traditional folk song
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the rain ceases for a while.
It will flow evermore there, 
among the pillars.
there you will always need 
an umbrella.

ionatan pirosca
poet
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every shot wound is an eye that watches you from 
the void engraved in bronze by warm blood. 
and so, you easily switch from viewer to viewee 
and numberless, invisible eyes weigh you in their 
balance, to see if you will be found lacking, then 
poured back on the ground. 
rodica bogdan, poet

shot pillars are the shapes of seven archangels 
delivered from their cry after a  transfixed flight. 
with a metamorphosis as long as a modern 
legend, the monument revives in the viewer the 
sleeping seed of love and reconciliation. in what 
else may the cry, the pain, the revolt, the demand, 
the joining, the desire be incarnated, but in love. 
only so the call of JESUS can be recrossed and 
understood. “him who overcomes I will make a 
pillar in the temple of my GOD”. december ’89 is 
worthy to be the germinal altar of salvation.
dumitru cerna, poet

with a balanced three-dimensional set-up, the 
ensemble of the shot pillars may constitute for the 
less-hurried passer-by a bridge unto that universe, 
grandiose and simple, where the most fascinating 
metamorphosis is revealed to us: the ephemeral in 
eternal. namely the  essence of faith.
ion cioba, poet

this dramatic work is thrilling in its simplicity. the 
blood sacrifice of the heroes that died, shot in the 
markets and on the streets 
of our citadel do not provoke the artist to create 
expressionist cries, nor contortion of the matter. 
this monument is not one of suffering and drama, 

but more of joy and freely undertaken sacrifice. 
man is not a body, but a principle of dignity.
these figures relate to giacometti’s sculpture, for 
whom men are some sort of skeletons in space. 
however, liviu mocan advances the lesson of 
essentialisation, learned from  
brancusi, rather than from the Italian sculptor. 
these abstract human shapes have a 
mysterious energy.
a careful analysis uncovers the fascination with 
which the sculptor relies on the origins of art. 
the image of the martyrs of this grand monument 
reminds us of the clay figurines of neolithic art, 
with magical means.
ion cristofor, poet

shot pillars creates a parallel between 
the sacrifice of the heroes of the anticommunist 
revolution and the self-sacrifice of JESUS CHRIST. 
Just as the death of the SON of GOD itself was not 
in vain - evidenced by the ressurection from death 
and our faith in it -  so shot pillars talk about the 
sacrifice that brings a renaissance of our 
romanian nation.
andreea fărăgau, art historian

shot pillars is a modern sculpture, but the theme 
is ancient and eternal. modern, but the cause for 
which these people died, is still being worked out 
among the living.
elizabeth mates, diplomat in romania

the seven pillars want to configure the truth 
without face of this world. in full war of  
reconfiguration of the shape of the new world, 

liviu mocan tries to establish among us, on the 
street, in the public space, the existential care that 
will permit us to be together. the pillar: the cosmic 
pole, the house pole, the ritual pillar, the pillar 
of the sky
oliv mircea, art critique 

Death came to me today
in my dream.
Her face was like dawn
and eyes of coral 
She said nothing
She looked at me and smiled 
And I looked back.
I looked. I was smiling
And singing
molnos lajos, poet

two symbolic are connected in the memorial 
dedicated to the sacrifice of the revolutionary 
from december 1989: the “resuscitare” of the 
antique spirit and the disclosure of the archetype 
of the cosmic pole. the soul ascends by his own 
flight its conflagration. he is free and in the 
resurrection does the meaning of death 
consume itself. 

the heroes of december 1989 have recreated the 
liberty thou the great sacrifice and thou love for 
its fellow creature. In this sense shot pillars are 
phoenix like (birds of wonder).
“firul de grau” kalimnos becomes column from the 
power of the sprout. alike brancusi, time becomes 
column and mortua pole
horea muntenus, writer

the sculptural assembly, reminding us of the 
SACRIFICE, is conceived by the artist to be 
ascending from the ground, witness of  pain, 
as some branches, essence of human soul 
in all its best, valuable, beautiful, true.
the beat of life in these pillar-shapes, unfailing 
in justece and freedom, cannot be withheld by 
the impact of the bullet. however, they ascend 
to become sacred. “the sculptures are my tears,” 
confesses the artist. In the modulation or breaking 
of the bronze is encoded the strength and the 
purity of tears, but also the force and energy of 
one authentic contemporary greek  sculpture “the 
victory of nike”.
alexandra rus, art historian

Their socket is the soil
On which they fell
And from where they increase
Raised from their own blood
Their aspiration is the sky
In which their crowns, truncated
From now have reached.
Nameless, knotty, faceless,
Their only redemption is verticality,
But in this stay all it is.
miron scorobete, poet

the souls of the revolutionaries and martyrs did 
not die, but are alive and live among us, burning 
like flames, further, like candles in the gold and 
the bursting light of columnar bronze – there, 
among endless alive passers-by, teaching us to 
permanently watch for ruthlessness  in history.
constantin zărnescu, writer
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set a pillar upon her grave.
wisdom hath built her house, 
she hath hewn out her seven pillars:
who is this that cometh out of the 
wilderness like pillars of smoke?
but his wife looked back from 
behind him, and she became 
a pillar of salt.
by day time in a pillar of a cloud,
and in a pillar of fire by night.
and the LORD came down in the 
pillar of the cloud
five pillars of shittim wood, and 
overlay them with gold
pillars in the porch of the temple: and he 
set up the right pillar, and called the name 
thereof jachin: and he set up the left pillar, 
and called the name there of boaz.
him that overcometh will I make a pillar in 
the temple of my GOD, 
and he shall go no more out: 
and I will write upon him the 
name of my GOD
set up a pillar in the place 
where he talked with him, even 
a pillar of stone: 
and this stone, which I have set for 
a pillar, shall be God’s household that 
this pillar be witness.
and all the people saw the cloudy pillar 
stand at the tabernacle door: and all the 
people rose up and worshipped, every 
man in his tent door.
and upon the top of the pillars was lily work
HE spoke unto them in the cloudy pillar

they raised dignity 
above their own lives


